
PART II: THE FOUNDING OF THE DESA MIMBA

as toward the trade routes across the sea, as in the case of Ratu Subander. There is
thus a distinct difference between jabaan and jeroan. We will come back to Dalem
Peed and Intaran’s connections to it (cf. pp.158-184).

The Founding of the Desa Mimba

As has been outlined, there is every indication that the Arya Madura were already
living in the territory of modern-day Intaran. At about the time when Arya Pinatih
moved away and a lineage of Arya Madura stayed behind (approximately AD
1650), another noble clan from Perean (Tabanan), Arya Sentong, led by I Gusti
Kepandean arrived. In order to be able to settle in what, according to the sources
written to document the founding of the village, was called wanua Mimba and to
establish a local kingdom, I Gusti Kepandean needed the Brahmana to perform the
founding rituals. He sent for the Brahmana Mas, who were living in Beluangan near
his place of origin. Together the satrya noble and the brahmana founded the desa
Mimba.

They determined the location of the P. Dalem, as well as the settlement as a
whole with its typical structural elements. It stood immediately next to the P. Desa of
today. In fact, descendants of the first ruling family still live there today, and the
Brahmana compound is still in the same place. Palace and Brahmana compound
(griya) are separated by a road. In between, there is a large open space which is
thought to be the forecourt of the pemerajan of the Griya Delodpasar (Delodpeken).
Performances take place there for the temple festival of the Pura Desa (and not of
the pemerajan!). Death rituals, in the manner of a pemukuran, in which numerous
people related to this Griya or the first ruling dynasty participate, are also performed
there today.” Because of its location and its present-day functions, we may suppose
that this square is the remains of a much larger open ground between temple, palace,
and Griya; it probably was the village and market square. Today the major part is
built over with houses.

Fromaspatialaspect,thefoundingofthevillagedoesnotconsistmerelyoftheestablishment of locations assigned to specific functions (palace, temple, market,
and performance-place, etc.). Those are based on an overall structure of roads — in

Principle, a quadrature of roads, which is often extended to a pattern resembling a
grid. To this network of roads, which is frequently extended gradually with the
growth of the settlement, belongs the most important element, the sacred crossroads
pempatan agung, the place where the main roads intersect at a right angle. This is
also where the roads cross those of the invisibles. This point is regarded as the cos-

* As Will become evident (p.242), the members of the second ruling dynasty and their followers
celebrate this death ritual in a significantly different place, west of the P. Agung.
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